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Free Form liquid fertilizer carts are available in three popular model sizes and come complete with tank, trailer, 
tires and a ground drive kit.  To suit individual needs, customers have the freedom to source their own pumps and 
plumbing, or to purchase complete kits from Free Form Plastics.  

4	 The durable cone bottom tank features a 10° minimal slope angle which  
 delivers complete drainage with a low center of gravity for greater stability  
 on uneven terrain.  A unique, field-proven gooseneck style hitch allows the  
 tightest of turns.
4	 Standard-equipped with a manual disconnect drive.
4	 Pump mounting plates installed for most common pumps.
4	 Tanks are rated for liquid up to 20 lb per gallon.
4	 Tanks are held in place with adjustable nylon straps (comes with ratchets  

 for ease of adjustment)

4	 Standard equipped with R1 Traction lug tires.
4	 Offset wheel tracking reduces soil compaction.
4	 Transport light package - standard.
4	 Comes standard with an electric drive clutch.
4	 Rear tow hitch - standard.
4	 Tank access ladder - standard on LC2000 and LC2500 models only.
4	 Optional 540/65R24 front and 30.5L x 32R2 Rice lug rear tire package.

LIQUID FERTILIZER CART
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The mechanical ground drive system is “quick detach”, has a 

spring loaded drive chain tensioner and features an adjustment 

bolt to allow the drive wheel chain and sprocket to remain tight.

LC-1500 1500 1800 288" 161" 92" 2" HD

LC-2000 2000 2400 288" 161" 108" 2" HD

LC-2500 2500 3000 288" 161" 124" 2" HD
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Cart pricing includes tires, excluding 540/65 R24 and 30.5L x 32 R2 Rice Lug

LC-1500

LC-2000

LC-2500

STANDARD TIRE OPTIONAL TIRE

FRONT REAR FRONT REAR

  21.5L x 16.1 R1 Traction 23.1 x 26 R1 Traction 21.5L x 16.1 R1 Traction 28L x 26 R1 Traction

  21.5L x 16.1 R1 Traction 28L x 26 R1 Traction 540/65 R24 R1W Traction 30.5L x 32 R2 Rice Lug

  21.5L x 16.1 R1 Traction  28L x 26 R1 Traction 540/65 R24 R1W Traction  30.5L x 32 R2 Rice Lug

MODEL

The front end of the Free Form 

LFC is engineered using the  

proven design of the Bourgault 

Air Seeder.  This design allows 

for a full range of motion, along 

with outstanding durability.  The 

large fifth wheel plate resists 

wear by utilizing a polymer wear 

pad.  The front axle pivots on 

a lubricated pin and bushing 

system  which offers rugged, 

trouble-free operation.

The LC series Liquid Cart frame is common throughout the models.  This feature allows the user to 

upgrade the cart’s capacity by simply changing the tank.  The frame design has undergone extensive 

field and endurance testing to ensure years of trouble-free service. 


